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Vayikra

From Bovinity to Divinity

“Mr. Brown Can Moo, Can You?”    -THEODORE GEISEL

“And He called Moses” (lit. “to Moses”).  Rashi’s narrative finds chiba, affection, in

the ostensibly dominating, territorial, unilateral exchange.  However, the latent ambiguity is

destined to resurface: affection for Moses himself or a carnivorous passion for flesh?

The passage cascades to a detailed prescription of a service indicative of the fallacy of

composition, assuming the relationship “from the properties of the parts, taken separately,

to a property of the whole, taken together.”1  All the while, the texture2 is blissfully ignorant

of the bovine perspective, 3 whose “utter otherness orbits a clumsy existence of a disjoint

intersection of matter.”4

In its brief opening, Leviticus implies a structuring of God, man, and beast.5  While

dialogue transpires between the Divine and the human, it is the bull who endures the

ultimate paradigm shift.6

Is there human benefit in the sacrificing an ox?  “Knowing that I was giving him

something no one else could give him created a tie between us that became one of my

                                           
1 Joseph Jerard Brennan, The Meaning of Philosophy, p. 267.
2 See Michael Fishbane, Text and Texture.
3 Bovine cognition was summarized best by Adam Phillips, The Beast in the Nursery, (1998).
4 Elaine Scarry, The Body in Pain. On the complex psychodynamic that underscores the tension of animal
sacrifice, see Lesley J Rogers, Minds of their Own: Thinking and awareness in animals (1988).
5 In recent years, the bilateral relationship of humans and their bovine friends has captured more attention.
See Rav Wolbe’s Alei Shor building off the medieval Bekhor Shor, as well as Rav Hutner’s Pachad
Yitzchak documenting Yitzchak’s existential fear of large animals, a feeling he traces back to the dual
trauma of witnessing the ram being slaughtered (Genesis 22) as well as seeing Rebecca fall off a camel
(Genesis 24). Note also the rampant anthropomorphism that the bovine receives in Larson. See G. Larson,
The Far Side.
6 Thomas Kuhn, The Structure of Scientific Revolutions.



deepest joys.”7  The slaughter of the male ox both symbolically and functionally, promotes a

feminine humanity, with its concomitant male humility. Only the muscular dimension of the

bovine approaches the divine; for the udders, the expression of the  sublime nurturing

capacity of the bovine is banished from the altar.  The female cow is permitted only in

Numbers, where she is burnt “outside of the camp.”8 Moreover, she must be perfectly red.

As indicated in Leviticus 20, the scarlet hue symbolizes impurity, and while she reaches

perfection in her impurity, she is denied entry from consecrated space. 9 Is the tabernacle a

perspicuous bastion of testosterone, why must the temple be lactose-intolerant?

The maternal image of the wild ox harnessed for sublime aspirations is universal:

“When Enkidu was thrown he said to Gilgamesh, ‘There is not another like you in

the world.  Ninsun, who is as strong as a wild ox in the byre, she bore you, and now

you are raised above all men, and Enlil has given you the kingship, for your strength

surpasses the strength of men.’”10

The worshipper can now conceive of what Oliver Sacks calls “proprioception” –

what was bovine becomes humanized, then Divine.11  It is this inexpugnable data of

consciousness that creates a new default understanding, an updated structure of meaning.12

As the narrative progresses to consider other species, a familiar modality emerges.

The prosaic silhouette of the korban olah is animals, successively smaller, slaughtered, blood

thrown onto the altar’s corners, where it congeals in a state of solifluction, the ossification of

the peripatetic being the portent of culmination. Here the text reiterates is muscular

perspective through relegating the beasts of marginal corpulence to the nether of its nomistic

narrative.13

                                           
7 Marvin Eiger and Sally Wendkos Olds, The Complete Book of Breastfeeding.
8 Numbers 19.  On the relationship between cream and cremation as manifested in Indian culture, see
anthropologist Jonathan D. Parry’s Death in Banaras.
9 Gaston Bacherlard, The Poetics of Space, (1969).
10 The Epic of Gilgamesh, transl. N.K. Sandars.
11 See Oliver Sacks, The Man Who Mistook Me for Chief Rabbi of England.
12 In the words of Karl Barth in Evangelical Theology, it is “hidden, unattainable, unavailable not only to
the environment but also to the very theology which serves the community.”
13 See Robert Cover, Nomos and Narrative, 95  Harv. L. Rev. 4 (1982).



The text confronts a critical juncture in the interrelationship between species,

genders, and ultimately kingdoms.  Chapter 2 proclaims a “Soul (nefesh) which shall offer a

grain offering (korban mincha).”14  While traditional exegesis15 has designated this soul as

belonging to man, it is the animal who has most to gain through the vegan sacrifice.16

The vacillation ensues.  Ox, lamb, flour, ram, dove, wine, unleavened wafers, bread,

Nadav and Avihu  - all are consumed by the inferno’s Fire.  Is there a priority?  If

polymorphous energy, invention and boldness tend to make violence into a method, then

God’s call becomes weighted with a moral imperative of its own.  “The cow did not deserve

to have its hide stripped!” protests the Glib One in I.B. Singer’s The Penitent. Only in chapter

2 can the bovine voice be heard, “like a young stag… standing behind our wall, gazing

through the window, peering through the lattice.”17

In the end, we are left with the irreducible dialectic, wondering whether all this

complexity serves to illuminate or obfuscate.18

                                           
14 Lev. 2:1.  Rav Hutner (Pachad Yitzchak, ibid.) highlights the fact that Isaac was praying the Mincha
prayer when Rebecca fell off the camel, inspiring the move away from animals for Mincha. There exists an
ironic wrinkle in that Isaac’s lentil-loving son, Jacob, offers a mincha to Esau, the carnivorous progeny,
before their encounter.  Solipsistic Jacob knew that Esau’s modality would not tolerate this new paradigm
and would lead to his relative decline, bringing closure to Isaac’s somatosensory failure.
15 See, for example, Rashi, Ramban, and Or Hachayim in their respective commentaries and Sigmund
Freud’s Moses and Monotheism.
16 While he does not make this connection explicitly, Rav Kook hints to this in his ‘Eder Hayakar (lit.
“precious flock”).  See also his Orot Eilim Me-Odamim.
17 Song of Songs, 2:9.
18 See Zornberg, The Beginnings of Desire; The Particulars of Rapture.
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